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2509 SW 38th ST
2509 SW 38th ST, Cape Coral, FL, 33914

Price: $ 776,500 

NUMBER OF

BEDS

3

 

NUMBER OF

BATHROOMS

3

 

IN SQ FT.

AREA

2,665

 

IN SQ FT.

LOT

12,057

 

REFERENCE

NUMBER

218076149

 

PROPERTY AGE

YEAR BUILT

2014

Absolutely Stunning, Flawless Large Gulf Access Home. CLICK ON VIRTUAL WALKTHROUGH TO

SEE ENTIRE HOME. 3 Bedrooms + DEN. 3RD BEDROOM HAS OWN SUITE. If you are looking for

quality, high-end and luxury then this is the home. Location is prime as the home sits on an

oversized Gulf access lot with over 170 foot wide canal. Massive brick paved circular driveway with

an oversized 3 car garage. The front entryway is impressive with Cypress Wood Ceilings and as

you enter into the foyer of the home with you will notice the impressive coffered ceilings and

Crown molding throughout. Once inside you just realized that this is your new home. The kitchen is

huge with so much cabinets space and Granite counter space along with a large granite Island and

stainless steel appliances. It dose not stop there, along side the kitchen is a beautiful beverage/bar

with granite top and wine glass holders with a built in wine cooler. In the living room you will notice

the L-Shaped Pocket Sliders that open up to the massive covered screened lanai with Cypress

wood ceilings. Large pool with lounge sitting area looks out to the Vanishing Edge Pool with large

picture window. Large Concrete dock and so much more.
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Ceiling fans

Amenities
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Edward Schiff
edward@schiffrealty.com

(239) 699-7559

Courtesy of Edward Schiff
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or
the developer. Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
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